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Abstract 

As ecosystems are subjected to increased urbanization, habitat loss, and resource 

depletion, management practices will benefit from higher resolution models of local trophic 

dynamics.  Harbor seals (Phoca vitulina), the most abundant marine mammal in the Salish Sea of 

British Columbia and Washington State, are of great regional interest due to their consumption 

of species of conservation concern such as Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and 

Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii). This ecologically influential diet can vary with season, region, 

and local sex ratios, creating localized pressures on prey species.  Variation in diet has been 

observed at the individual level, an important consideration for examining the total influence of 

predators that have previously been treated as species-wide averages.  This project aimed to 

develop a method that allows researchers to track individual specialization rates in a protected 

marine predator by testing if 1) harbor seal scat represents a suitable source of DNA for 

individual identification through single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotypes produced by 

direct sequencing, and 2) prey reads could be detected within the sequence data for simultaneous 

diet analysis without the need for PCR-based methods.  SNP loci identified in this study 

successfully distinguished individual seals with confidence, however read alignments to prey 

references indicated potentially erroneous classifications.  This indicates prey analyses through 

direct read counts will benefit from more research such as direct feeding trials and digestion 

correction factors, or from employing more robust techniques (or a combination of methods).  

Nonetheless, this direct sequencing pipeline of scat DNA for marker identification, individual 

identification, and simultaneous prey analysis from one sample type provides important 

considerations for highly scalable/cost-effective non-invasive investigations of regional trophic 

dynamics in complex and/or understudied systems. 
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Introduction 

As ecosystems are subjected to increased urbanization, habitat loss, and resource 

depletion, management practices will benefit from higher resolution models of local trophic 

dynamics.  Lack of data reflecting accurate trophic interactions of influential species such as 

high-level predators can prevent successful recovery of both predator and/or prey populations 

(Marshall et al. 2016).  Furthermore, unclear depictions of local trophic dynamics can inhibit our 

ability to anticipate the consequences of future population declines (Matich et al., 2011).  In the 

search for more accurate ecological models, we know that many species exhibit within-

population niche variation, challenging the idea of population-average-based management 

practices (Balme et al., 2020; Beaudoin et al., 1999; Navarro et al., 2017).  This variation has 

been observed all the way down to the individual level, with a broad range of taxa exhibiting 

distinctions in resource use between individuals of the same population, referred to as individual 

specialization (Araújo et al., 2011; Bolnick et al., 2003).  Individual specialization occurs when 

an individual’s niche width comprises only a portion of the populations total niche width, 

creating a spectrum of partially overlapping specialists, rather than strict identical generalists.  

As such, what used to be considered a single-trophic level group for ecosystem models may in 

fact be a group of disparate functional sub-groups.  Factors and environmental conditions such as 

geographic location, levels of urbanization, and population densities appear to be drivers of 

dynamic individual specialization rates within populations of even the same species (Bolnick et 

al., 2003; Jacquier et al., 2020; Svanbäck & Bolnick, 2007; Svanbäck & Persson, 2009; Zango et 

al., 2019).  Not surprisingly, the degree to which individual specialization occurs within 

populations may have profound impacts on a population’s stability and adaptability, in addition 

to its true impacts on vulnerable prey populations along spatiotemporal timescales (Bolnick et 
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al., 2003).  However, obtaining individual-based data sets can be time-consuming, expensive, 

and highly invasive, all of which pose logistical and analytical difficulties for researchers.  Here, 

I developed a method that allows researchers to track individual specialization in a marine 

predator by genotyping individuals and detecting prey species from non-invasive scat samples.  

This process minimizes the need for costly sample processing by directly sequencing scat DNA 

isolates, followed by bioinformatic individual identification and prey detection, providing a high-

throughput framework for future researchers. 

 

Molecular markers and fecal analysis 

Molecular markers (fragments of DNA at known genomic locations) have become 

incredibly useful for investigating a wide range of phenomena in a wide range of wild 

populations, and as next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have lowered in cost, the 

barrier to perform marker analyses has also dropped (Ackerman et al., 2017; Cammen et al., 

2018; Coltman, 2007; Gärke et al., 2012; Morin et al., 2004; Seeb et al., 2011).  However, to 

identify molecular markers, high-quality DNA from the target species is typically employed in 

order to construct confident genotypes.  Previous marker analyses of wild populations have 

routinely employed invasive blood or tissue samples, as these are sources of pure target DNA 

(Baird et al., 2008; Cammen et al., 2018; Heaton et al., 2014; Huber et al., 2010, 2012; le Roex et 

al., 2012; Senn et al., 2013; Valencia et al., 2018).  Sourcing tissues can present legal, temporal, 

logistical, financial, and ethical restraints for some researchers, especially for species under legal 

protection, like marine mammals.  Additionally, the identification of markers from tissue 

samples may necessitate the collection of respective samples for diet analysis, such as feces or 

stomach contents, increasing labor cost and effort.  Non-invasive sampling techniques can 
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provide a solution to the limits introduced through invasive study methods, while also increasing 

sample sizes for inaccessible or protected species (Ferter et al., 2014; Johnson, 2002).  With 

increased interest in reducing environmental impacts of research and advancements in NGS 

technologies, non-invasive resources such as hair, whiskers, and feces have become practical 

tools for molecular analyses (Natesh et al., 2019; Reddy et al., 2012; Sigsgaard et al., 2019; 

Thaden et al., 2018).  For typically inaccessible species like marine mammals, scat samples of 

pinnipeds (seals, sea lions, fur seals, and the walrus) represent an opportune resource, as they can 

be collected on terrestrial haul-out sites.  Molecular markers have proved to be discoverable from 

field-collected scat samples, available for use in sample genotyping and individual identification 

(Guertin et al., 2009; Gulsby et al., 2016; Lathuillière et al., 2001; Rothstein et al., 2017).  

Furthermore, as prey specific sequences can also be detected in scat, these resources may 

represent promising tools that will allow for simultaneous diet analyses, therefore reducing the 

number of samples needed per individual at one point in time for individual specialization 

investigations (Ford et al., 2016; Reed et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2017; 

Voelker et al., 2020). 

DNA present in scat presents some obstacles for molecular analyses, as endogenous 

depositor DNA often comprises <5% of the total DNA content, with exogenous bacterial DNA 

dominating the sample (Perry et al., 2010; Qin et al., 2010; Snyder-Mackler et al., 2016).  This 

small amount can present problems when attempting to repeatedly uncover fine-scale patterns, as 

the target genetic information in the samples may be obscured or inaccessible.  These challenges 

may be further amplified in methods where specific amplicons are not targeted through PCR 

prior to sequencing and characterization (as in direct sequencing).  FecalSeq, a recently 

developed method for increasing the proportion of endogenous DNA in fecal samples, presents a 
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solution for investigating taxa like pinnipeds, for which tissue samples are not easily accessed 

(Chiou & Bergey, 2018).  This technique proved the efficacy of employing microbiome 

enrichment kits to remove, rather than isolate, microbial DNA from fecal samples.  Eukaryotic 

DNA, with significantly more methylation of CpG sites than prokaryotic DNA, selectively binds 

to methyl-CpG-binding proteins on immunoprecipitation beads.  Washing away the unbound 

prokaryotic DNA produces samples with much higher eukaryotic DNA concentrations.  These 

enriched samples are compatible with downstream processes such as NGS to identify novel 

molecular markers, and as prey DNA will remain post-enrichment, individual identification and 

diet analysis from the same sample in a non-invasive manner is possible. 

Another obstacle in employing DNA from non-invasive sources such as scat in marker 

analyses is the high rate of DNA degradation from both digestion and environmental conditions.  

Proper choice in marker type may help overcome the challenges of working with low-quality 

DNA.  Microsatellites (MS), regions of DNA motifs repeated 5-50 times, are a common marker 

type used in identification studies, due to the high informativeness of these multiallelic loci (up 

to 20 alleles per locus).  However, a previous MS analysis of individual identification in harbor 

seal (Phoca vitulina) scat suggests that MS may be an unreliable tool for non-invasive scat 

samples (Rothstein et al., 2017).  This finding is most likely due to the short fragments of 

degraded DNA found in scat preventing successful amplification of long MS products (Morin & 

McCarthy, 2007; Sanchez & Endicott, 2006; Seddon et al., 2005).  Single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs), or variations in a single nucleotide, are much shorter genomic loci than 

MS, allowing for high functionality with degraded, non-invasive samples (Morin & McCarthy, 

2007).  SNP genotyping error rates as low as 0.1% have been reported from non-invasive 

samples, which are much lower than the 0.8%-2.0% often reported for MS (Bonin et al., 2004; 
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Morin & McCarthy, 2007).  SNPs have also increased in popularity due to their even spread 

throughout genomes, low mutation rates, and standardization possibilities between laboratories 

(Morin et al., 2004; Kraus et al., 2011).  While SNPs are largely bi-allelic, providing much less 

genotypic information per locus than MS, employing a larger number of SNPs still allows for 

easier multiplexing of assays while producing higher quality data than MSs (Hauser et al., 2011; 

Kalinowski, 2002; Liu et al., 2005; Morin et al., 2004; Seddon et al., 2005; Viengkone et al., 

2016). 

Markers such as SNPs can be scored directly through PCR, sequencing of amplicons 

targeting known loci, or through the direct sequencing of the genome (often from a reduced 

representation library).  However, the former two methods rely on previous knowledge of 

markers in the target species, and/or require error-prone/costly lab work.  At the same time, 

direct sequencing of the genome typically employs tissue samples for high-quality DNA 

(ensuring whole-genome sampling).  A crucial point for this study is that this direct sequencing 

(of a reduced representation library) may be appropriate for non-invasive samples such as scat, 

despite their metagenomic nature.  NGS advancements now allow researchers to identify new 

marker panels in a timely and affordable manner from metagenomic DNA sources such as scat 

(Perry et al., 2010; Seeb et al., 2011).  Specifically, restriction-site associated DNA sequencing 

(RADseq) eliminates the need for high sequencing effort of high-quality tissues through genome 

sub-sampling (Cammen et al., 2018).  In RADseq, a restriction enzyme shears a collection of 

DNA samples at restriction sites, creating fragments that represent a subset of the entire genome.  

Sequencing this reduced representation library minimizes the sequencing effort needed to 

compare nucleotides at the same loci across samples, efficiently identifying polymorphic 

markers like SNPs while reducing costs (Baird et al., 2008; Peterson, B., et al., 2012).  Following 
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RADseq and SNP identification, genotypes are constructed, and samples can be easily 

distinguished (Davey et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2011).  

 Studies of diet specialization through fecal analysis typically rely on PCR amplification 

of species-specific target sequences, followed by the sequencing of resulting products to confirm 

species presence (Deagle et al., 2005; Deagle et al., 2007; Schwarz et al., 2018; Valentini et al., 

2008; Voelker et al., 2020).  Other techniques for non-invasive prey identification include hard-

part, fatty-acid, or isotopic analyses (Bromaghin et al., 2013; Jacquier et al., 2020; Lance et al., 

2012; Luxa & Acevedo-Gutierrez, 2013; Voelker et al., 2020).  While these methods can be 

robust, they can require laborious lab work, costly reagents, and/or additional sequencing runs 

after predator marker identification.  However, due to the non-specific enrichment of eukaryotic 

DNA from methyl-CpG-binding proteins as seen in FecalSeq, examination of sample reads post-

sequencing should allow for the identification of prey species present in the original scat in the 

same workflow for predator identification, requiring only reference genomes for selected prey 

taxa.  Despite these advantages, the direct sequencing approach requires some important 

considerations.  As scat is a metagenomic collection of DNA with varied levels of degradation; 

alignment to a reference genome for marker identification may cause conserved regions from 

non-target sources to map, misrepresenting allele frequencies.  This is also a caveat for assigning 

exogenous reads to prey references.  The binning of raw reads into various taxa before marker 

identification will both strengthen the final SNP panel, as well as allow for the identification of 

prey species without the need for any PCR-based methods or a separate sequencing run. 
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Case study: Salish Sea harbor seals 

The harbor seal is an excellent case study to develop a method to track individual 

specialization using DNA from scat in a marine predator.  Marine mammals play a significant 

role in aquatic ecosystems due to their large size (and therefore energetic demand), mobility, and 

top-down regulation of lower trophic levels.  Consequently, their distribution and behavior have 

significant effects on community dynamics and trophic linkages, but investigating fine scale 

patterns such as individual diets can prove difficult due to their wide distributions and aquatic 

nature (Bowen, 1997; Williams et al., 2004).  The Salish Sea of Washington State, USA, and 

British Columbia, Canada, represents a 16,925 km2 inland sea that provides a diverse wealth of 

habitats and resources for notable marine mammals such as orcas (Orcinus orca), harbor 

porpoises (Phocoena phocoena), Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus), California sea lions 

(Zalophus californianus), and harbor seals.  Recently, the interaction between pinnipeds and 

Salish Sea fish stocks has increasingly sparked discussions of the intervening role that 

management agencies should play in predator/prey population dynamics.  Harbor seals, the most 

abundant marine mammal in the Salish Sea, prey heavily on the depressed stocks of 

commercially and ecologically valuable species such as Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus 

tshawytscha) and Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii) (Lance et al., 2012; Olesiuk, 1993; Thomas et 

al., 2017).  Researchers are therefore increasingly interested in quantifying this predation and 

determining the significance of harbor seal predation on the recovery of depressed fish 

populations.  Investigating the magnitude of fine-scale trophic pressures such as harbor seal 

individual specialization will not only provide management agencies with clearer depictions of 

local dynamics, but also provide a framework for similar analyses within other species and 

ecosystems of interest. 
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Washington State-financed seal bounty hunting from 1943-1960, driven by concerns for 

competition between seals and commercial fishing, contributed to drastic historical harbor seal 

declines.  This hunting reduced the state’s seal population to as few as 2,000-3,000 individuals 

by 1970 (Newby, 1973).  Following the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) of 1972 and 

the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, Washington seals rapidly rebounded, reaching a 

predicted carrying capacity of almost 30,000 individuals by 2002 (Jeffries et al., 2003).  

Similarly, the Strait of Georgia saw an estimated increase in harbor seal population from 3,570 to 

37,300 between 1966 and 1998 (Olesuik, 2009).   In 2015, it was estimated that pinnipeds in 

Washington consumed over six times the combined commercial and recreational catch of 

Chinook (Chasco et al., 2017).  Further, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife 

estimates that inland Washington seals consume about 1,425,000 juvenile Chinook every month 

(Pamplin et al., 2018).  Herring stock assessments in Washington State also indicate a decrease 

in the total number of stocks classified as ‘healthy’ or ‘moderately healthy,’ placing stocks at 

increasingly higher risks of severe predation effects (Stick et al., 2014).  While mammal 

protections have clearly benefited harbor seals, conservation efforts such as the ESA and MMPA 

may overlook key ecological connections through single-species protection.  When multiple 

depressed populations co-occur (e.g., Pacific salmon, Pacific herring, and orcas), successful 

recovery of one top predator may impede further ecosystem recovery, as the top-down forces of 

predators are complex (Marshall et al., 2016).  

High-level predators are disproportionately individual specialists relative to other trophic 

niches; therefore, it is critical that management agencies examine this phenomenon when 

working with interactions between species of conservation or ecological concern, such as harbor 

seals and their prey (Araújo et al., 2011).  Recently, it has been found that Salish Sea harbor seal 
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diets vary on several scales, rejecting the idea of a generalist trophic group.  Variation in dive 

behavior and spatial use (and therefore prey utilization) exists between seals at both the male and 

female level and individual level across the species’ global range (Dietz et al., 2013; Peterson, S., 

et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2014).  Diet analyses in the Salish Sea have indicated that harbor seal 

diet composition can vary based on the season and geographic location (Lance et al., 2012; 

Olesuik, 1993; Schwarz et al., 2018).  Additionally, male harbor seal diets consist of more 

salmonids, while female harbor seals diets consist of more salmonid predators, highlighting the 

potential for contradictory top-down pressures on vulnerable prey species (Schwarz et al., 2018).  

This variation creates a confounding yet crucial consideration when evaluating seal diet breadth 

and total trophic influence in the development of management plans regarding a historically 

protected species (Jiang & Morin, 2005).  While the examination of sex ratios in regional seal 

communities should help management plans, agencies would further benefit from the evaluation 

of individual specialization rates in harbor seals, which remain unknown.  The existence of 

individual specialization in harbor seals has not been conclusively demonstrated, but indirect 

evidence suggests that it is prevalent in the Salish Sea region (Bjorkland et al., 2015; Bromaghin 

et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 2010; Schwarz et al., 2018; Voelker et al., 2020), posing challenges 

to the creation of practical management plans (Marshall et al., 2016).  If specific seal populations 

exhibit drastically different diets than expected by species-level averages (even when taking into 

account the aforementioned sources of variation), broad-scale management may miss another 

source of localized selection pressure on prey species.  Due to the likelihood that this 

specialization occurs in harbor seals, the development of methods for individual-based studies 

using this system should provide a helpful framework for high-resolution analysis of predator 

diets. 
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This project aimed to develop a novel application of the FecalSeq enrichment protocol 

for tracking individual predators of management concern, such as pinnipeds.  Using harbor seals 

in the Salish Sea as a study system, a framework for employing non-invasive/low-quality 

samples in predator trophic dynamics was tested.  Specifically, a method to track individual 

harbor seals in the Salish Sea and their diet through the direct sequencing of scat DNA and 

analysis of all resulting reads.  This approach relied on testing if harbor seal scat represents an 

adequate resource for identifying robust SNPs for individual identification, and if there is enough 

intact prey DNA in scat for the simultaneous individual diet analyses, avoiding the need for any 

additional sequencing and/or PCR-based methods.  This study hopes to provide future 

investigations with information on the performance of samples such as scat in an affordable, 

scalable framework, increasing the investigative resolution for inaccessible and/or protected 

species. 
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Methods 

DNA extraction and enrichment 

Ten scat samples previously collected at three haul-out sites from 2013-2016 (wild 

samples) in the Salish Sea and two scat samples collected for this study from a male harbor seal 

at the Seattle Aquarium (captive samples) were selected for the DNA library (Table 1).  Wild 

samples (PV.04, PV.05, PV.06, PV.07, PV.09, PV.14, PV.15, PV.16, PV.17, PV.18) were 

selected to assess this genotyping method on a range of collected samples, while captive samples 

(PV.02, PV.19) were selected to serve as genotype controls.  Of the wild samples, PV.04, PV.05, 

PV.06, and PV.14 were collected in 2013 from a single haul-out site in Comox, BC, and 

individually homogenized, with the resulting slurries stored in ethanol at -20C as described in 

Thomas et al. (2017).  PV.07 and PV.09 were collected in 2016 from Whidbey Island, WA, and 

processed in the same manner (Voelker et al., 2020).  The remaining 4 wild samples (PV.15, 

PV.16, PV.17, PV.18) were collected in 2014 from Cowichan Bay, BC (Rothstein et al., 2017).  

These last four samples were mucous swabs of scat exteriors that were subsequently stored in 

95% EtOH at -20C.  These swabs were taken in an attempt to increase the proportion of seal 

epithelial cells in the samples, and therefore the amount of seal DNA for subsequent analyses.  

PV.15, PV.16, PV.17, and PV.18 were included to analyze any potential performance disparities 

between the swab and slurry methodology, in addition to the fact that previous MS analyses 

indicated that these four swabs may be a resampling event of two distinct individuals 

(PV.15/PV.16 being one individual and PV.17/PV.18 being the other) (Rothstein et al., 2017).  

The two captive samples (PV.02, PV.19) were collected in May 2019 from Hogan the harbor 

seal at the Seattle Aquarium in Seattle, WA, and stored in 95% EtOH at -80C, until 

homogenization and storage at -20C following the protocol described in Thomas et al. (2017).  
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Collection at Comox was conducted by a team from University of British Columbia under 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada Marine Mammal Research License (MML 2011-10) and a 

University of British Columbia Animal Care Permit (A11-0072) awarded to University of British 

Columbia Marine Mammal Research Unit.  Collection of Cowichan Bay samples was conducted 

by Sheena Majewski, Research Biologist at the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 

under “License to Study Marine Mammals for Research Purposes MML-003”.  Collections at 

Whidbey Island were conducted by a team from Western Washington University under Federal 

Permit 18002 from the United States Office of Protected Resources, National Marine Fisheries 

Service, awarded to Alejandro Acevedo-Gutiérrez. 

The swab samples were previously extracted in 2014 with a Qiagen DNeasy® Blood and 

Tissue kit as it was not thought that there would be a large number of inhibitors present in the 

mucous matrix; due to the sample type, there was no remaining material to re-extract for this 

study (Rothstein et al., 2017).  For DNA extraction of the other samples, 1500 µL of settled 

slurry were aliquoted into 2mL microcentrifuge tubes, briefly centrifuged, and drained of excess 

EtOH.  Slurries were dried in a SpeedVac until all EtOH was evaporated.  200 mg of dried wild 

slurries were extracted with the NucleoSpin® DNA Stool kit, while 200 mg of dried captive 

slurries were extracted using the MP Biomedical FastDNA™ Spin Kit for Feces (with an 

increased final elution volume of 60 µL loaded in two consecutive 30 µL aliquots to the filter 

column).  DNA quantification was performed on a Qubit™ 4 Fluorometer using the 1X dsDNA 

Assay to ensure adequate yield.  DNA samples were sent to the University of Minnesota 

Genomics Center for enrichment using the NEBNext® Microbiome DNA Enrichment Kit, 

following the protocol described in Chiou & Bergey (2018).  Samples were then standardized to 

10 ng/µL prior to sequencing. 
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Sequencing and variant identification 

Samples were sequenced following the ddRADseq protocol described in Peterson, B., et 

al. (2012) using the restriction enzymes SbfI and TaqI.  Sequencing was performed on an 

Illumina NextSeq 550, with 150bp single end reads and 10 µL sample input.  Sequencing of all 

samples excluding PV.19 was initially performed on a 0.25 lane, and these preliminary results 

required a new aquarium replicate to be sent for sequencing (PV.19).  All samples were then 

sequenced on a 0.75 lane and reads from the first run and second run were included in analysis.  

Sample reads were demultiplexed, and the first 12 bases were removed from each read to 

eliminate adaptor sequences, along with adapter trimming and quality trimming (sliding window 

of 4 bases with a minimum Q=16 and removal of bases with Q<3) from the 3’ end with 

Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014).  Reads shorter than 50bp were also removed.   

The following methods were applied to four levels of read depth: 100% of all reads per 

sample, 75% of randomly selected reads, 50% of randomly selected reads, and 25% of randomly 

selected reads.  Subsampling was performed in order to examine the effect sequencing coverage 

may have on the ability to distinguish between individual samples.  Subsample levels were 

selected based on percentage rather than absolute number of reads due to the wide range of reads 

returned per sample, which would eliminate samples from analyses when using absolute cutoffs.  

Prior to SNP identification, all clean reads from each sample were aligned to the harbor seal 

reference genome (GenBank accession GCA_004348235.1) using BBSplit (BBMap – Bushnell 

B.).  BBSplit was used prior to alignment in an attempt to separate out any potentially erroneous 

mappings to the seal reference of exogenous sources in highly conserved regions.  This step 

included the simultaneous alignment to potential prey/contaminating taxa references (described 
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below), reducing the potential for multiple mappings of the same read.  Ambiguous reads (reads 

that partially aligned to multiple references) were assigned to the reference with the first best 

site.  Reads that aligned to the harbor seal genome were then aligned to the harbor seal reference 

using BWA-MEM V0.7.17 (Li & Durbin, 2009).  High-coverage areas were down sampled to 

<500x using SEQTK (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk).  The resulting aligned files were converted 

to sorted and indexed BAM files with SAMtools V1.9 (Li et al. 2009).  Freebayes V0.9.21 

(Garrison & Marth, 2012) was used to jointly call variants across all samples simultaneously.  A 

final, filtered set of variants was created for each subsampling level with VCFtools V0.1.16 

(Danacek et al. 2011).  Variants were filtered to select loci with genotyping rates of 100% across 

all samples and quality scores >20.  Filtering based on minor allele frequency (MAF) was not 

performed due to the low sample size of the library (with 12 samples the smallest possible MAF 

is 0.042). These four sets of variants (100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% subsample levels) were used 

for subsequent genotyping analyses.   

 

Individual identification 

Individual genotypes extracted for each locus in the VCF file were compared using 

NgsRelate2 (Hanghøj et al., 2019).  This program allows for the estimation of relatedness, 

inbreeding coefficients, and other summary statistics between pairs of individuals in NGS data 

sets where low coverage may produce unreliable genotype calls.  Specifically, comparisons 

between the estimates of pairwise relatedness (RAB, Hedrick & Lacy, 2014), coefficient of 

kinship (𝜃, Jacquard, 1974), and zygosity (Ackerman et al., 2017) between samples were used 

for this analysis.  These relatedness measures rely on the proportion of homologous alleles 

shared by individuals due to identity-by-descent (IBD) and are based on Jacquard’s nine 
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condensed coefficients of identity (∆1 - ∆9) (Jacquard, 1974).  These coefficients each describe 

the probability of individuals sharing a randomly sampled homologous allele through a different 

relationship (e.g., sibling/sibling, grandparent/grandchild, cousin/cousin, etc.). 

RAB is the pairwise relatedness between individuals based on the modes of IBD, with an 

upper bound of 1, permitting use in small and/or inbred populations, an important consideration 

for populations of conservation concern with potential historical bottlenecks.  With this measure, 

two samples from the same individual should always return a value of 1, regardless of inbreeding 

levels, while sibling pairs and parent/offspring pairs should return values around 0.5.   This 

estimate of pairwise relatedness between individuals x and y is represented by 

 

RAB xy = ∆1 + ∆7 + 3/4(∆3+ ∆5) + 1/2(∆8) 

 

𝜃 is the probability that 2 homologous alleles randomly sampled between individuals are 

IBD.  Therefore, an identical individual sampled twice should return a value of 𝜃 of 0.5, while 

parent/offspring pairs and sibling pairs should return values around 0.25 (in outbred 

populations).  This estimate of kinship between individuals x and y is represented by 

 

𝜃 xy = ∆1 + 1/2(∆3 + ∆5 + ∆7) + 1/4(∆8) 

 

Zygosity (how one individual’s status of heterozygosity or homozygosity is correlated to 

another individual’s) is defined as the probability that two individuals through descent, share 

identical genotypes at a locus.  An identical individual sampled twice should exhibit a zygosity 

correlation of 1.  Siblings, able to receive the same alleles from both parents, should share a 

zygosity correlation of 0.25 on average.  The zygosity between parent/offspring pairs should be 

zero, due to the fact that a parent only passes on one haploid genome to each offspring.  
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Therefore, this coefficient should help distinguish relationships, as the previous two coefficients 

have the same expected values for sibling pairs and parent/offspring pairs.  The estimate of 

correlation of zygosity between individuals x and y is represented by 

 

∆xy = ∆1 + ∆2 + ∆7 

 

To confirm the ability to distinguish pairs of relatives from pairs of identical samples, 

four in silico crosses between samples were performed using the genotypes at each variant, 

creating simulated offspring.  Loci were assumed to be independent in these simulated crosses 

and linkage analysis was not performed due to the small size of the library. These offspring were 

crosses of PV.06 x PV.14, PV.07 x PV.14, PV.09 x PV.16, and an additional PV.06 x PV.14.  In 

addition to parent/offspring and full sibling pairs, half sibling pairs were simulated to examine 

the effect relationship orders have on these relatedness measures. 

 

Prey identification 

In addition to the assignment of reads by BBSplit to the harbor seal genome, reads were 

simultaneously mapped to representative references for a variety of taxa meant to encompass 

potential prey (and other exogenous DNA sources) that may occur in seal scat.  Reference 

genomes from 17 potential prey species were selected from 11 orders: Gadiformes, Perciformes, 

Scorpaeniformes, Scombriformes, Clupeiformes, Salmoniformes, Pleuronectiformes, 

Gasterosteiformes, Osmeriformes, Cephalopods, and Batrichoidiformes.  Five bacterial 

references were also selected in order to examine the amount of bacterial DNA remaining in the 

samples (see Supplemental Information for assembly information and accession numbers).  

Output from BBSplit provided the number of reads per sample that mapped to each reference, 
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allowing for the estimation of which taxa (other than harbor seals) were present in each sample, 

and their relative abundances.  Prey analysis was performed only for the 100% data set. 
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Results 

DNA extraction and enrichment 

All samples that were extracted for this study yielded an adequate amount of DNA 

(>1000 ng per microbiome enrichment kit manufacturers recommendation) for enrichment 

(Table 2, Figure 1).  Although three of the four previously extracted swab samples fell below this 

threshold, they were included in this study to assess the previous hypothesis that these swabs 

were resampled individuals as indicated by microsatellite analyses.  There was wide variation in 

the total amount of DNA recovered from each sample, regardless of extraction method (mean 

1979.98 ng, range 573.05-4,671.76ng).  The average concentration of DNA across samples was 

60.99 ng/µL, with wide range as well (range: 4.86-122.94 ng/µL).  All samples retained DNA 

after enrichment (mean 0.58 ng/µL, range 0.065-2.22 ng/µL) and human DNA controls exhibited 

>90% recovery efficiency when compared to enrichment kit manufacturers specifications. 

 

Sequencing and variant identification 

Samples returned a wide range of total reads, averaging 7,973,811 raw reads per sample 

(range: 1,261,032-15,672,930) (Table 3, Figure 2).  Following adapter trimming and read 

cleaning, samples averaged 7,659,992 reads (range: 1,166,680-15,265,477), and FastQC 

(Andrews, 2010) confirmed quality scores >30 across samples.  On average, 56.86% of sample 

reads mapped to a reference genome (range: 9.63-93.81%).  Of these reads, on average, 35.24% 

aligned to the harbor seal genome (range: 8.81-88.28%), and 24.56% aligned to an exogenous 

reference genome (range: 6.10-62.81%) (Table 3, Figure 3).  Four out of the five samples with 

the highest amount of exogenous DNA were scat surface swabs (PV.15, PV.16, PV.17, and 

PV.18), as opposed to slurries. 
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The 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% subsample levels returned a total number of SNPs of 

45,801, 38,274, 29,779, and 19,962, respectively.  After filtering, these numbers dropped to 

4,709, 4,080, 3,220, and 1,723 (Table 4). 

 

Individual identification 

Pairs of all wild samples other than PV.17 and PV.18 (a proposed resampling event from 

a previous study) displayed extremely low values of both pairwise relatedness and coefficients of 

kinship (Figure 4, grey).  The pair of samples from the individual at the Seattle Aquarium (PV.02 

and PV.19, blue), and the pair of proposed resamples (PV.17 and PV.18, orange) conversely 

displayed elevated measures, approaching the theoretical maxima for identical individuals.  

These patterns were present in all read subsample levels.  PV.02 and PV.19 displayed an average 

RAB=0.71, average 𝜃=0.36, and average ∆=0.61 across subsample levels.  PV.17 and PV.18 

displayed an average RAB=0.94, average 𝜃=0.47, and average ∆=0.91.  The proposed pair of 

samples representing a wild resampling event exhibited relatedness measures expected between 

identical individuals stronger than those between the known pair of samples from the resampled 

individual at the Seattle Aquarium.  Simulated parent/offspring pairs exhibited average measures 

congruent with the expected parental values (RABobs=0.50, 𝜃obs=0.26, ∆obs=0.0010).  Simulated 

sibling pairs also exhibited average values close to those of the expected familial relationship 

(RABobs=0.436, 𝜃obs=0.22, ∆obs=0.33).  One pair of proposed resamples from a previous study 

(PV.15 and PV.16), displayed relatedness measures indicative of non-related individuals 

(RABobs=0.031, 𝜃obs=0.016, ∆obs=0.099). 
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Prey identification 

In the examination of exogenous DNA found across samples, the total exogenous content 

varied widely between samples (range: 6.10-62.81%).  Within samples, all taxa selected 

exhibited positive mapping, however taxa-specific mapping rates also varied widely within 

samples (Table 5).  As previously mentioned, an average of 24.56% of reads mapped to an 

exogenous reference across samples.  The most prevalent source of exogenous DNA found 

across samples was Clupeiformes, which comprised on average 51.11% of all exogenous reads 

(Table 5, range: 0.204-98.99%).  The second most prevalent source of exogenous DNA was 

Salmoniformes, which comprised an average of 13.11% of all exogenous reads (range: 1.12-

42.60%).  The third most prevalent source of exogenous DNA was Gadiformes, which 11.48% 

of all exogenous reads on average (range: 2.42-44.28%).  The least prevalent source of 

exogenous DNA within the taxa chosen was Osmeriformes, which comprised an average of 

1.35% of all exogenous reads (range: 0.22-2.79%).   

When compared to a known captive diet, exogenous reads from aquarium samples 

(PV.02 and PV.19) followed the same general pattern, with Clupeiformes again dominating 

(Figure 6).  Clupeiformes (C. pallasii) comprised 45% by mass of the aquarium diet, with 

40.62% and 41.66% of the exogenous reads in PV.02 and PV.19 respectively showing Clupeid 

origin.  Although Osmeriformes and Cephalopods comprised almost half of the aquarium diet 

(45% by mass), the combined portion of total prey reads (excluding bacterial counts) 

corresponding to these orders in PV.02 and PV.19 were only 7.00% and 7.61% respectively.  

Scombriformes comprised the minority of the captive diet (10% by mass) and returned the least 

amount of reads in PV.02 and PV.19 (2.62% and 2.08% respectively).  Reads from PV.02 and 
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PV.19 aligned to all exogenous references employed, despite a known diet that did not contain 

all taxa exhibiting alignments. 
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Discussion 

SNPs identified from the enriched seal scat samples successfully distinguished between 

replicate samples from the same individuals and wild samples from distinct individuals, 

indicating promise for employing non-invasive samples such as scat for the tracking of predators 

of conservation and/or management concern.  While prey sequences were detected in each 

sample and prey assemblages could be constructed, further research should investigate the true 

relationship between relative read abundances and actual diet composition when employing a 

direct sequencing workflow. 

The known pair of samples from the captive seal at the Seattle Aquarium, as well as one 

previously collected pair of proposed resamples exhibited relatedness measures expected for 

identical individuals.  One pair of previously collected samples thought to be a proposed 

resample event exhibited relatedness measures expected of non-related individuals, challenging 

previous MS analysis (Rothstein et al., 2017).  Simulated parents, offspring, and siblings 

exhibited relatedness measures expected of their respective relationships.  All these finding 

support the premise that scat samples represent an adequate source of genetic material for non-

invasive harbor seal tracking techniques.  However, the highly variable content of endogenous 

DNA across samples may prevent some future field-collected samples from performing as 

expected, potentially requiring large sample sizes or pre-screening criteria.  Prey sequences were 

identifiable in scat samples from a variety of taxa; however, the content of exogenous DNA was 

highly variable between samples and sample types (slurries vs. swabs), and samples for which 

diet composition was known did not have congruent sequence counts.  Scat surface swabs 

exhibited higher exogenous DNA content than slurries.  However, slurries contained higher 

endogenous DNA content than swabs.  Therefore, future studies may benefit from increased 
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comparisons of sample type on sample performance, as well as combinatorial collection 

techniques for individual samples.  

 

DNA extraction and enrichment/sequencing and variant identification 

While qPCR screening for initial seal DNA concentrations in each sample was not 

performed, an average mapping rate of 35.93% (range: 8.08-86.39%) to the harbor seal reference 

genome is commensurate with previous applications of the enrichment method employed in this 

study.  Bergey et al. (2018), who developed the methylation-based capture method for non-

invasive fecal samples used in this study, reported an average mapping rate of 28.8% (range: 0.7-

81.2%) to the target genome, and a mean 195-fold increase in host DNA concentration.  

Interestingly, samples comprised of extracts from scat slurries contained an average of 41.59% 

of reads that mapped to the seal genome, while samples comprised of extracts from scat surface 

swabs averaged 24.60% reads mapped to the seal genome.  Challenging the notion of swabs 

maximizing the proportion of seal epithelial cells, there appeared to be no advantage over 

homogenizing whole scats when employing a direct sequencing method.  A 16S ribosomal RNA 

assay was performed on a subset of samples prior to enrichment, however, zero samples received 

bacterial DNA quantification post enrichment, preventing this study from evaluating the exact 

performance of the enrichment method.  All four swab samples received an initial quantification 

of bacterial DNA and averaged 135,274 16S molecules per 1 ng of total DNA.  Six of the 

homogenized samples received this quantification and averaged 409,854 16S molecules per 1 ng 

of total DNA.  This result indicates that swabbing scats may provide an initial minimization of 

unwanted bacterial signals.  Should time and funding allow, researchers should include this 

quantification in all steps of analyses in order to demonstrate the efficacy in different 
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applications.  While prescreening samples for those with higher initial proportions of host DNA 

(and/or lower proportions of bacterial DNA) would certainly benefit the downstream 

performance of samples, this study shows that ensuring an initial DNA content of >1 µg (per 

enrichment kit manufacturer’s recommendation) permits the genetic analysis of the host species.  

Furthermore, the reduction in financial costs and labor associated with prescreening for host 

concentrations (substituted with screening for total gDNA concentration) may permit for 

increased sample sizes for sample enrichment, increasing final library sizes.  As is the case in 

this study, initial total DNA concentration was not an accurate predictor of post-enrichment 

concentrations nor final mapping rates.  This may indicate that due to the highly variable nature 

of fecal samples, fecal analyses may benefit from increased sample sizes and a decreased initial 

screening. 

 

Individual identification 

The amount and quality of loci discovered in this study was sufficient for individual 

identification, even at the lowest read subsampling level.  With the 25% subsampling level 

identifying a final panel of 1,723 filtered SNPs, the ability to distinguish between individuals and 

even close relatives should be robust, as identity and close-relative analyses can rely on as few as 

32-80 SNPs (Hauser et al., 2011; Heaton et al., 2002; Werner et al., 2003).  When employing 

larger numbers of scat samples than this study (e.g., dozens to hundreds), the number of shared 

loci will decrease.  However, using a highly informative set of SNPs (unlike a general panel 

identified in this study) and subsampling a panel of 960 loci down to just 15 loci can maintain 

the integrity of unique genotypes, indicating that even in small panels, probabilities of identities 

can remain within the range allowing for confident identity analyses (Tokarska et al., 2009).  It 
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should be noted that due to the nature of the data generated in this study, results may be noisier 

due to false alignments and the inability to select informative loci.  However, due to the high 

number of markers identified, stringent and informative panel creation should pose few 

obstacles.  While relative pairs were created with simulated genotypes, relatedness measures 

commensurate with the respective relationships indicate that this method may allow for fine-

scale individual tracking, preventing the collection of samples from parents and/or siblings from 

appearing as potential matches.  Simulated relative pairs also appear to exhibit measures that 

would permit the analysis of diet similarities between close relatives, without confounding those 

comparisons with more distant relative pairs (e.g., sibling pairs with RAB ~0.5 and half siblings 

with RAB ~0). 

  While the pair of samples from the captive seal at the Seattle Aquarium (PV.02/PV.19) 

displayed somewhat dampened relatedness metrics (RABobs=0.71, 𝜃obs=0.36, and ∆obs=0.61 

rather than RABexp=1, 𝜃exp=0.5, and ∆exp=0.1), all other samples sequenced (excluding 

PV.17/PV.18 and simulated relatives) exhibited relatedness measures approaching zero.  There 

was clear separation between the sample pairs of non-identical individuals and aquarium 

samples, and as the only known true resampled individual, the sample pair of PV.02/PV.19 

represents the threshold for confidently calling identical samples in this study.  It should be noted 

that PV.02 contained the lowest proportion of harbor seal reads than all other samples (8.08%) 

and the highest proportion of unmapped reads (90.37%), despite having one of the highest total 

read counts (11,833,891).  The aquarium samples were collected from the bottom of the 

enclosure pool, after spending 1-2 days submerged, essentially washing the surface of the scats 

of epithelial cells and degrading any DNA present (Brinkman et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2007; 

Piggot 2004).  The dampened relatedness measures seen between PV.02 and PV.19 may be due 
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to the low proportion of harbor seal DNA in PV.02 combined with the large seal genome size 

(~2.4GB), contributing to significant allelic dropout and inconsistent allele ratios between 

duplicate samples.  Therefore, prescreening samples based on initial host DNA proportion 

through qPCR may prevent low quality samples from skewing future results.  This clustering of 

non-related individuals near zero with known and proposed matches approaching theoretical 

maxima is commensurate with a previous study investigating these relatedness coefficients with 

SNPs in wild water fleas (Daphnia pulex) populations, which contained both sexually and 

asexually (cloned) reproducing individuals (Ackerman et al., 2017). 

 Two pairs of scat samples previously collected and screened using 9 microsatellite loci 

were thought to represent two individual seals from a haul out site that were each sampled twice 

(PV.15/PV.16 representing one unique individual, and PV.17/PV.18 representing another unique 

individual) (Rothstein et al. 2017).  According to the analyses in this study, PV.15 and PV.16 

appear not to be a resampled individual, but rather two scats from unrelated individuals (a 

conclusion further strengthened by the ‘lower quality’ aquarium samples still exhibiting elevated 

relatedness measures).  Conversely, PV.17 and PV.18 returned relatedness metrics indicative of 

identical individuals, the values of which were the highest out of all other pairwise comparisons 

(even between the known matching pair of aquarium samples).  As this pattern persisted at all 

subsampling levels, SNPs may outperform microsatellites for identity and familial analyses when 

using low-quality noninvasive samples, and sequencing coverage may have been able to be 

lowered even further to reveal the same patterns.  This increased performance is supported by 

multiple studies indicating that as reference genomes for various species continue to be created, 

SNP analyses may outperform microsatellite analyses for genome-wide investigations (Gärke et 

al., 2012; Hauser et al., 2011; Kaiser et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2005; Morin et al., 2004).  As fecal 
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samples contain highly degraded DNA from random genomic locations, techniques optimal for 

genome-wide studies are likely to promise higher chances of success, in addition to the benefits 

of a much more direct, cost effective sequencing option. 

Simulated parent/offspring pairs (RABavg=0.50, 𝜃avg=0.26, ∆avg=0.0010) and simulated 

sibling pairs (RABavg=0.436, 𝜃avg=0.22, ∆avg=0.33) indicate that this method may accurately 

separate close relatives from resampled individuals, a crucial component of a technique for 

tracking individual specialization (particularly in populations with bottlenecks and/or high rates 

of inbreeding).  Replicate simulated crosses of PV.06 x PV.14 failed to cluster with resampled 

individuals, and this simulation of relative genotypes at every single locus genotyped in the scat 

samples may not accurately reflect the genotyping rates and downstream relatedness measures 

achieved if biological samples from parents and/or siblings were included (as no linkage 

analyses were performed due to small library size).  Therefore, future work should include 

samples from known relationship pairs to evaluate the effect using real, potentially low-quality 

samples may have on distinguishing between relatives. 

 

Prey identification 

The highly variable concentrations of exogenous DNA appeared to correlate with the 

sample types used in this study.  Samples, which upon collection were stored in ethanol followed 

by homogenization and then extraction averaged an exogenous content of 4.91%.  Samples 

which were comprised of swabs taken from the surface of scats, followed by storage in ethanol 

and extraction averaged an exogenous content of 49.03% (49.37% if including bacterial reads).  

In bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) fecal analysis, PCR results from fecal material on the 

outermost pellet surface were almost equivalent to blood-derived results (Wehausen et al., 2004).  
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As the surface of scats will dry first, microbial degradation of DNA in this region may be 

limited, while DNA within the sample continues to degrade.  Therefore, while homogenized 

scats effectively illuminate harbor seal diets through DNA metabarcoding (Schwarz et al. 2018), 

swabs may outperform slurries when investigating metagenomic samples where target-sequences 

are not pre-amplified such as in direct sequencing. 

 The most prevalent prey taxa encountered was Clupeiformes, with swab sample 

exogenous reads consisting of up to 93.79% clupeid reads.  Swab samples were collected in 

spring 2014, corresponding to when harbor seals primarily consumed Pacific herring (C. pallasii) 

(Lance et al., 2012).  The two other most prevalent taxa were Salmoniformes and Gadiformes, 

which in addition to Clupeiformes, creates a realistic depiction of the majority of harbor seal diet 

(Lance et al., 2007; Lance et al., 2012; Schwarz et al., 2018).  Interestingly, the exogenous DNA 

within swab samples was dominated by one taxon, where the exogenous DNA within slurry 

samples contained a wider range of taxa reads.  It is possible that the DNA from slurries, having 

potentially degraded more than surface DNA due to microbial activity, mapped to more taxa due 

to small fragments with non-specific mapping affinities.  Conversely, fecal DNA degrades with 

increased exposure to sunlight and elements such as heat and rain (Agetsuma-Yanagihara et al., 

2017; Nsubuga et al., 2004; Oehm et al., 2011), allowing for the possibility that swab samples 

are more degraded than slurries, thus only the most common prey taxa is identified through any 

resulting reads.  Future analyses should take care to collect more samples of both types to 

investigate this finding, as fecal sampling, storage, and extraction methods vary widely between 

study systems and workflows (Waits & Paetkau, 2005).  Regardless of sample type, scat samples 

were able to construct exogenous profiles that may be able to illuminate changes in consumption 

patterns if examined throughout time.  For example, PV.15, PV.16, PV.17, and PV.18 returned 
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most exogenous reads from Clupeiformes, however repeated sampling at this haul out site, 

followed by relatedness analyses and exogenous mapping could show whether or not the unique 

genotype that is associated with multiple scat samples consistently returns mostly clupeid 

exogenous reads or not.   

While the diet of the captive seal at the Seattle Aquarium was available, exact 

consumption patterns of the seal immediately prior to collection and sequencing were not known.  

However, there was a general trend seen of the most abundant prey species (Clupeiformes) 

comprising the majority of exogenous reads in PV.02 and PV.19.  Previous studies have used 

read counts of prey taxa to draw conclusions about diet composition (Brown et al., 2012; Deagle 

et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2011); however, some studies have indicated there may be biases in 

using read counts that are heavily dependent on experimental design and data analysis (Berry et 

al., 2012; Deagle et al., 2013).  Reads in the aquarium samples were also assigned to species that 

were known to not be present in the captive diet (e.g., Salmoniformes and Gadiformes), 

indicating not just erroneous read abundances, but species assignments. Harbor seal diet analyses 

have employed correction factors that factor in differential digestion, DNA extraction, and PCR 

amplification, calculated by sequencing in parallel a mixture of prey and scat from an individual 

fed the same mixture of prey (Thomas et al., 2014).  Although this correction allows for a better 

correlation between actual diet and observed read counts, it relies on knowing the exact diet of 

the individual immediately before sequencing of a scat sample, which conflicts with the scope of 

this non-invasive technique.  An attempt to create standard correction factors for four fish 

species in field-collected harbor seal scat samples did find that increased read counts did result 

from increased diet input for a given species (Thomas et al., 2016).  Interestingly, when a species 

made up >50% of the diet, the resulting read counts underestimated the abundance, while when a 
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species made up <50% of the diet, read counts overestimated the abundance.  However, these 

biases were predictable and consistent in magnitude, and using these correction factors did 

improve the relationship between read counts and diet composition.   

Thomas et al. (2016) employed targeted amplicon sequencing of mitochondrial DNA 

(mtDNA) for prey identification, and mtDNA is typically employed for species identification 

studies due to large number of mtDNA copies per cell, while nuclear DNA is used for individual 

identification (Frantzen et al., 1998; Kohn et al., 1999; Lucchini et al., 2002; Poole et al., 2001; 

Schwarz et al., 2018; Waits 2004).  This potentially unreliable nature of nuclear DNA read 

counts from direct sequencing may help explain the discrepancies seen between the Seattle 

Aquarium’s diet composition and the species assignments in PV.02/PV.19.  Thomas et al. (2017) 

also used samples PV.05, PV.06, PV.07, PV.09, and PV.14 for prey analysis through targeted 

mtDNA amplicons, and discrepancies between the results here and Thomas et al. (2017) also 

appear (Table 7).  For example, Thomas et al. (2017) found PV.07 contained only cephalopod 

mtDNA amplicons, whereas this study had an extremely low proportion of cephalopod 

sequences (2.16% of exogenous reads).  High water content organisms such as cephalopods have 

been shown to degrade more completely during digestion than other species, which may account 

for the lack of detection (Thomas et al., 2014).  Additionally, the binning program used in this 

study may have wrongly sorted some sequences if they lacked diagnostic characteristics or 

contained fast evolving regions that have lost phylogenetic signals and simply matched a 

reference assembly by chance (similar to long branch attraction in phylogenetic analyses).  

Heterogeneity in the quality/completeness of the different reference genomes may have also 

caused erroneous alignments.   
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Hard parts analyses of scat samples suggest samples on average contain two to three 

species, and metabarcoding techniques also support this (Orr et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2018; 

Thomas et al., 2016; Tollit et al., 2009).  Therefore, the direct sequencing of prey DNA in scat 

likely erroneously classifies prey sequences, as it does not pick-up accurate prey levels due to 

varied digestion rates, low levels of indirect prey, assembly gaps, or a combination of these 

factors. While more work is warranted in the employment of direct sequencing for accurate prey 

analysis, increased sequencing efforts, the creation of more complete prey reference genomes, 

and feeding trials for digestion correction factors over various timescales/conditions may help 

overcome challenges.   

 

Conclusions 

In this study, non-invasively collected scat samples were employed for the successful 

identification of individual harbor seals through the direct sequencing of scat DNA followed by 

SNP genotyping.  A pair of scat samples from a known individual at the Seattle Aquarium, as 

well as one pair of field-collected scat samples previously thought to represent a resampling 

event (through microsatellite analysis) exhibited genotypes consistent with identical individuals, 

while unrelated samples from separate populations exhibited no risk of misidentifications.  A 

pair of field-collected samples also thought to be a potential resampling event (through 

microsatellite analysis) appears through SNP analysis to be a pair of samples from two unrelated 

individuals.  Through the simulation of relative pairs from the final, filtered SNP panel, this 

study shows that with highly informative SNPs (a large number of which are identifiable through 

the endogenous DNA present in scat samples), samples from close relatives should not 

erroneously classify as a resample for an individual seal.  In fact, this method would allow for 
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the additional fine-scale investigation of social structure in inaccessible species like harbor seals 

(e.g., lifetime haul-out site fidelity).  Due to a lack of knowledge on the complete P. vitulina 

genome, combined with a small sample size, a linkage analysis on SNP loci was not performed 

or factored into simulated relatives.  Therefore, future work should examine these conclusions, as 

no biological samples from relatives were included in this study. 

These results highlight the ability for these sample types to serve as tools when combined 

with NGS techniques, for tracking seals throughout time by repeatedly sampling scat at haul-out 

sites.  Additionally, the sequencing of the metagenomic DNA population in these scat samples 

returned exogenous reads that could be mapped to various prey taxa, indicating that in 

conjunction with tracking seals, this technique may assist in studies of individual specialization 

in seal communities.  Should correction factors for the differential detectability of prey species 

be investigated in directly sequenced scat samples, the ability to quantify diet beyond 

presence/absence will improve this potential.  Additional comparisons between direct 

sequencing, metabarcoding, and hard part analysis within the same workflow including feeding 

trials would also highlight potential discrepancies between these methods for examining diets.  

While DNA samples extracted from scat slurries contained the highest amounts of endogenous 

seal DNA, samples extracted from scat surface swabs contained the highest amounts of 

exogenous prey DNA (granted swab samples simply are not more degraded due to UV radiation 

and misassignments of small fragments).  Therefore, in order to investigate the reliability of this 

pattern, combinatorial sampling of both swabs and slurries per sample (or direct sequencing of 

nuclear DNA for identification and mtDNA amplicon sequencing for diet) may also benefit 

future non-invasive techniques of tracking individual predators and their diets. 
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 This study attempted to increase the practical knowledge of employing non-invasive 

and/or low-quality samples such as scat in ecological investigations on fine spatiotemporal 

scales, using an ecologically influential marine mammal as a case study.  The successful 

identification of harbor seals in combination with the ability to detect the presence of prey 

species simultaneously from the direct sequencing of scat represents a completely non-invasive 

pipeline for tracking an inaccessible, protected species.  Here, non-invasive techniques and NGS 

technologies have been shown to increase the accessibility of fine-scale ecological studies, in an 

affordable and scalable manner.  The sufficient performance of easily collected swab samples, 

along with the relative ease of acquiring non-invasive field permits and the ability to multiplex 

samples pose a promising future for management agencies.  Resulting SNP panels can also be 

employed on other platforms (e.g., microarrays and PCR), increasing our understanding of these 

predator populations. The increased emphasis on non-invasive samples such as scat may also 

benefit future attempts at non-invasive, high resolution multiomics (e.g., genome, epigenome, 

metabolome, and microbiome investigations), allowing for insights previously unexpected from 

a single sample-type. This study provides a framework and considerations for analyses of target 

and/or non-model species as management agencies seek more accurate models of trophic 

dynamics on increasingly defined local scales, while also highlighting the power of NGS 

methods in a variety of potential non-invasive investigations. 
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Supplemental Information 

 

Exogenous references and NCBI GenBank accessions: Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus, 

GCA_900700415.1), Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, GCA_002872995.1), Coho 

salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch, GCA_002021735.2 ) Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka, 

GCA_006149115.1), European hake (Merluccius merluccius GCA_900312545.1), Alaskan 

pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus, GCA_900302575.1 ), Tiger rockfish (Sebastes nigrocinctus, 

GCA_000475235.3), Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus,  GCA_009819705.1), Rhine 

sculpin (Cottus rhenanus,  GCA_001455555.1), Lingcod (Ophiodon 

elongatus, GCA_004358465.1), European pilchard (Sardina pilchardus, GCA_900499035.1), 

Pacific bluefin tuna (Thunnus orientalis, GCA_009176245.1), Toadfish (Thalassophryne 

amazonica, GCA_902500255.1),  Wolf eel (Anarrhichthys ocellatus, GCA_004355925.1), 

Threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus,  GCA_000180675.1), Capelin (Mallotus 

villosus,  GCA_903064625.1),  California two-spot octopus (Octopus bimaculoides, 

GCA_001194135), and bacteria (Escherichia coli, GCA_000005845.2, Helicobacter pylori, 

GCA_900478295.1, Mycobacterium smegmatis, GCA_001457595.1, Bacteriodetes plebeius, 

GCA_000187895.1, Firmicutes bacterium, GCA_902375325.1).   

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/7175231
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Table 1. Samples included in this study, along with collection locations. 

 

Sample  Sample Type Collection Location  Notes 

PV-02 Slurry - Aquarium control (Hogan, Seattle Aquarium) 

PV-04 Surry Comox, British Columbia - 

PV-05 Slurry Comox, British Columbia - 

PV-06 Slurry Comox, British Columbia - 

PV-07 Slurry Whidbey Island, Washington State - 

PV-09 Slurry Whidbey Island, Washington State - 

PV-14 Slurry Comox, British Columbia - 

PV-15 Swab Cowichan Bay, British Columbia Proposed resampled individual #1 

PV-16 Swab Cowichan Bay, British Columbia Proposed resampled individual #1 

PV-17 Swab Cowichan Bay, British Columbia Proposed resampled individual #2 

PV-18 Swab Cowichan Bay, British Columbia Proposed resampled individual #2 

PV-19 Slurry - Aquarium control (Hogan, Seattle Aquarium) 
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Table 2. Initial and final DNA concentrations of all Phoca vitulina scat 

samples after the methylation-based enrichment for eukaryotic DNA. 

 

 

  
Sample Initial DNA Concentration (ng/uL) Final DNA Concentration (ng/uL) 

PV-02 122.94 0.11 

PV-04 125.43 0.215 

PV-05 97.5 0.146 

PV-06 91.7 0.178 

PV-07 93.78 0.065 

PV-09 72.27 0.178 

PV-14 45.47 1.56 

PV-15 15.66 2.22 

PV-16 7.81 0.07 

PV-17 4.86 1.78 

PV-18 4.88 0.32 

PV-19 49.61 0.12 

Avg. 60.99 0.58 
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Table 3.  Read counts per scat sample, including percentages of reads that 

mapped to the P. vitulina reference, any exogenous reference, or no 

reference (unmapped). 

 

Sample Raw reads Clean reads % P. vitulina % exogenous % unmapped 

PV-02 12217235 1144674 8.81 8.62 82.56 

PV-04 13283560 12367273 81.78 6.51 11.72 

PV-05 13143939 12315643 59.79 6.10 34.10 

PV-06 1261032 1175904 28.25 19.30 52.45 

PV-07 1267335 1163335 62.04 11.99 25.98 

PV-09 2343371 2148792 10.32 15.43 74.25 

PV-14 14600829 9845392 25.06 22.58 52.36 

PV-15 2348172 1323564 23.73 62.81 13.46 

PV-16 2308274 2042070 21.45 24.84 53.71 

PV-17 9563255 6199648 34.50 52.33 13.17 

PV-18 7675806 6519813 25.23 57.51 17.26 

PV-19 
15672930 14751318 42.04 6.70 51.25 

Avg. 7973811 6774957 35.25 24.56 40.19 
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Table 4.  Mean number of reads in each subsample level, including the 

number of loci identified by Freebayes, and the final number of loci 

after filtering for loci present in all samples with quality scores > 20. 

 

Subsample  Mean # reads #  loci # filtered loci 

25% 1693739 19962 1723 

50% 3387478 29779 3220 

75% 5081218 38274 4080 

100% 6774957 45801 4709 
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Table 5. Percentages of all exogenous reads per P. vitulina scat sample (not total reads) that mapped to the specified taxa. 

 

Sample Clupeiformes Salmoniformes Gadiformes Scorpaeniformes Pleuronectiformes Scombriformes Batrichoidiformes Perciformes Cephalopods Gasterosteiformes Osmeriformes Bacteria 

PV-02 40.62 17.20 10.21 7.05 2.79 2.51 4.37 2.56 4.49 2.03 2.24 3.94 

PV-04 33.74 11.28 44.28 2.52 1.09 0.88 1.87 0.99 1.13 0.75 0.95 0.53 

PV-05 37.78 15.97 11.96 7.59 2.62 2.96 3.24 2.52 2.44 1.82 1.64 9.45 

PV-06 27.76 42.60 9.03 4.99 2.14 1.88 3.29 1.78 2.55 1.39 1.75 0.84 

PV-07 40.93 16.89 13.00 7.92 7.50 1.53 2.96 1.59 2.16 1.37 1.35 2.81 

PV-09 28.35 18.06 13.03 13.91 2.57 2.21 4.64 3.24 3.16 2.58 2.79 5.46 

PV-14 14.06 6.73 6.65 30.93 8.94 13.47 2.03 9.62 1.11 4.63 1.18 0.63 

PV-15 93.79 1.64 2.42 0.52 0.24 0.17 0.30 0.17 0.27 0.15 0.27 0.06 

PV-16 71.37 7.40 6.14 3.01 1.18 1.06 1.67 1.21 1.63 0.84 1.11 3.38 

PV-17 89.53 1.12 7.13 0.54 0.17 0.11 0.23 0.12 0.22 0.10 0.22 0.52 

PV-18 93.75 1.24 2.59 0.46 0.21 0.12 0.25 0.14 0.43 0.12 0.28 0.41 

PV-19 41.66 17.14 11.37 5.89 2.37 1.98 3.80 2.13 4.78 1.72 2.48 4.68 

Avg. 51.11 13.11 11.48 7.11 2.65 2.41 2.39 2.17 2.03 1.46 1.35 2.73 
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Table 6. Diet composition (in % mass) of the captive P. vitulina scat sample, with the 

percentage of total exogenous reads that mapped to the specified taxa in samples PV.02 

and PV.09 (PV.02 and PV.09 sum <100% due to mapping to taxa not present in actual 

captive diet). 

 

Order Diet Composition (% mass) PV.02 (% exogenous reads) PV.19 (% exogenous reads) 

Clupeiformes 45.0 40.62 41.66 

Osmeriformes 25.0 2.24 2.48 

Cephalopods 20.0 4.49 4.78 

Scombriformes 10.0 2.51 1.98 
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Table 7. Diet composition results of scat samples PV.05, PV.06, PV.07, PV.09, and PV.14 in terms of proportion 

exogenous reads from this study and proportion of amplicon reads from Thomas et al. (2017). Dashes indicate no 

detection. 

 

 

  Gadiformes Perciformes Scorpaeniformes Clupeiformes Salmoniformes Pleuronectiformes Cephalopods Batrichoidiformes 

Direct 

sequencing 

PV.05 0.12 0.03 0.08 0.38 0.16 0.03 0.02 0.03 

PV.06 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.28 0.43 0.02 0.03 0.03 

PV.07 0.13 0.02 0.08 0.41 0.17 0.08 0.02 0.03 

PV.09 0.13 0.03 0.14 0.28 0.18 0.03 0.03 0.05 

PV.14 0.07 0.10 0.31 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.01 0.02 

mtDNA 

meta-

barcoding 

PV.05 - 0.69 - 0.30 0.02 - - - 

PV.06 - - - 0.01 0.93 0.06 - - 

PV.07 - - - - - - 1.00 - 

PV.09 0.01 - 0.46 - - - - 0.52 

PV.14 - 0.98 - 0.02 - - - - 
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Figure 1.  Initial DNA concentrations of all Phoca vitulina scat 

samples (grey) versus corresponding final DNA concentrations 

(blue), after the methylation-based enrichment for eukaryotic DNA. 
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Figure 2.  Total number of raw reads obtained from each P. 

vitulina scat sample (grey), versus the final number of reads per 

sample (blue) following adapter trimming, quality filtering, and 

size selection for reads >50 bp. 
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Figure 3.  Percentage of clean reads per scat sample that aligned 

to either no reference (grey), an exogenous reference (orange), or 

the P. vitulina reference (blue). 
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Figure 4.  Relatedness values for all pairwise comparisons of all P. vitulina 

scat samples at each subsample level.  Color indicates known, proposed, or 

simulated relationship between sample pairs representing each data point.  All 

comparisons including offspring, siblings, and half siblings are performed 

between simulated individuals (using all loci identified at each respective 

subsample level).  Dashed red lines indicated thresholds for respective values 

expected between identical individuals.  
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Figure 5.  Percentages of all exogenous reads per P. vitulina scat 

sample that mapped to the selected exogenous taxa. 
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Figure 6.  Diet composition of the captive seal (blue) compared to 

the percentage of exogenous reads per sample that mapped to the 

selected prey references (orange and green).  Note the alignment to 

prey taxa not present in the actual diet.  PV.02 and PV.19 read 

abundances do not include bacterial counts. 

 

 

 

 


	Markers such as SNPs can be scored directly through PCR, sequencing of amplicons targeting known loci, or through the direct sequencing of the genome (often from a reduced representation library).  However, the former two methods rely on previous know...
	High-level predators are disproportionately individual specialists relative to other trophic niches; therefore, it is critical that management agencies examine this phenomenon when working with interactions between species of conservation or ecologica...


